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Self-formation of microdomains by the topographical and fringe field
effects in a liquid crystal display with dielectric surface gratings

Tae-Young Yoon, Jae-Hong Park, JaeSung Sim, and Sin-Doo Leea)

School of Electrical Engineering, ENG420-032, Kwanak P.O. Box 34, Seoul National University,
Seoul 151-742, Korea

~Received 7 May 2002; accepted for publication 5 August 2002!

We report on the self-formation of microdomains by the topographical and fringe field effects in a
twisted nematic liquid crystal display~LCD! with dielectric surface gratings~DSG!. A regular array
of the DSG produces periodically aligned microdomains in each pixel because of the topographical
alignment of the LC and the spatial variations of the effective voltage across the LC layer. The
mutual optical compensation within each pixel is naturally achieved and thus the range of viewing
in the LCD is significantly extended without complex surface treatments. ©2002 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1510156#
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One of the most widely used liquid crystal displa
~LCDs!, the twisted nematic~TN! LCD, has suffered from
poor viewing properties that originate intrinsically from th
asymmetrical nature of the LC alignment irrespective of
driving scheme whether a passive multiplexing or an ac
matrix driving is employed.1 Various methods have been d
veloped to solve the narrow viewing problem of the LCD
For example, multidomains are often used for compensa
the optical asymmetry in each pixel.2 For obtaining such
multidomains in each pixel, at least two easy directio
should be generated for the surface alignment of the L3

However, the surface treatment usually involves comp
processes such as multiple rubbing and photoexposure.

Recently, in the vertically aligned LCD configuratio
the distortions of the electric potential in the LC layer ha
been utilized for creating symmetric elastic distortions of
LC so that a wide viewing characteristic of the LCD
achieved.4,5 Since no complex surface treatment for the L
alignment is involved, these methods are known to be sim
and cost effective. The electric potential distortions are p
duced by patterned~or nonplanar! electrodes4 or a two-
dimensional array of dielectric surface relief structur5

These distortions can be denoted by the electrode fringe
~EFF! and the grating fringe field~GFF!, respectively. Al-
though the GFF effect is expected to play an important r
in the LCDs, the GFF effect has not been well understood
far. Moreover, an attempt to combine the GFF effect with
topographical alignment of the LC6,7 has not been made ye
Therefore, it is important to explore the possibility of usin
dielectric surface gratings~DSG! on a planar electrode to
produce the topographical alignment of the LC as well as
GFF effect.

In this work, we propose a concept of spontaneou
forming periodic microdomains in each pixel of the TN LC
with the DSG when the GFF effect is combined with t
topographical alignment of the LC. In such a self-formi
microdomain structure, the range of viewing in the LCD
expected to be greatly extended since the mutual compe
tion of the optical retardation is naturally achieved in ea

a!Electronic mail: sidlee@plaza.snu.ac.kr
2360003-6951/2002/81(13)/2361/3/$19.00
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pixel. Basically, the strengths of the topographical and
GFF effects are governed by both the geometrical factors
the dielectric property of the DSG. The periodicity of th
DSG should be on the order of 1mm to produce a uniform
alignment of the LC by the topographical effect.6,7 Since the
GFF effect depends on the dielectric properties of the D
relative to the LC, the GFF effect may be described in ter
of a scaled quantity,j, defined as the effective voltage pe
unit thickness across the DSG,VDSG/h, scaled by the effec-
tive voltage per unit thickness across the LC layer,VLC /,,
where h and , are the thickness of the LC layer and th
height of the DSG on the substrate, respectively.

We first derive an expression forj in terms of the effec-
tive dielectric constant of the LC layer (eLC) and that of the
DSG (eDSG). Consider that bothh and, are periodic inx as
shown in Fig. 1. Assuming that no polarization of the L
appears on a macroscopic scale, the electric displacemen
only thez component,Dz , that is uniform. Under these cir
cumstances, the effective voltages per unit thickne
VDSG/h andVLC /,, are simply proportional toDz /eDSG and
Dz /eLC , respectively. This directly leads toj5eLC /eDSG.
Since the value ofj is periodic with the DSG along thex

FIG. 1. The cross-sectional view of the spatial variations ofVLC and the
fringe field lines produced by the GFF effect ofj53.0.
1 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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axis, the spatial average ofj overx is physically meaningful.
The dimensionless dielectric parameterj is then given by

j5
^eLC&
eDSG

. ~1!

The bracket denotes the spatial average overx. The param-
eter j can be used for describing the main features of
GFF effect created by a DSG in the LC cell. In fact, a sub
change in the GFF effect can be precisely controlled by
change in̂ eLC& to eDSG. For j'1, no GFF effect will exist
and only the topographical alignment of the LC will appe
as a function of the periodicity of the DSG. However, forj
@1, a strong GFF effect is produced while forj!1, a GFF
effect resembling the EFF effect of a nonplanar electrod
expected. Note that forj.1, the spatial variations of the
effective voltage across the LC layer (VLC) due to the GFF
effect are enhanced. A typical example of spatial variatio
of VLC and the resultant fringe field lines in the LC cell wi
the DSG ofj53.0 are shown in Fig. 1. The DSGs in ‘‘D ’’
and those in ‘‘N’’ are the hills and the valleys. And the di
mensionless height of theD region and that of theN region,
scaled by the cell thickness, are 1/8 and 1/20, respective

We now examine the GFF effect on the Fredericks tr
sition in the TN cells for two cases ofj.1 andj,1. The
cell parameters are assumed to behD50.5 mm, hN50, and
,D55.5 mm, giving ,N56.5 mm which is the cell thick-
ness. The dielectric constant of the DSG material, AZ-66
of Clariant Co., iseDSG55.1. For the cell ofj.1, the ma-
terial parameters of a commercial LC~ZLI-4900-100 of
Merck Co.! are used: the dielectric constants (e' ,e i)
5(7.9,37.7) at 1 kHz and the elastic constan
(K1 ,K2 ,K3)5(16.3,9.5,23.3) in unit of 1027 dyn. The
value of eLC increases withVLC from 7.9 to 37.7, giving
1.55<j<7.39. For the cell ofj,1, the same material pa
rameters other than the dielectric constants (e' ,e i)
5(2.1,5.1) at 1 kHz are used. This means thatj varies from
0.42 to 1.00 with increasingVLC . Using the earlier param
eters, we carried out numerical simulations to study the G
effect on the Fredericks transition in the TN cells with t
DSGs of two differentj’s. A commercial LCD simulator,
LCD Master of Shin Tech Co., was partly utilized for th
numerical simulation. In Fig. 2, the midplane tilt angle in t
D region,uD , and that in theN region,uN , are plotted as a
function of the applied voltageV0 scaled by the Frederick
thresholdVth,N in the N region. For the cell ofj.1 ~ZLI-
4900-100!, the actual value ofVth is found to be 1.00 V inD
and 0.78 V inN. For the cell ofj,1, the values ofVth are
2.67 V in D and 2.48 V inN. It should be emphasized tha
the difference in the midplane tilt angle betweenD and N,
Du, increases withV0 , reaches a maximum, and eventua
vanishes in the high voltage limit. Moreover,Du for j.1 is
always larger than that forj,1 because of the enhance
spatial variations ofVLC . As will be discussed later in Fig. 4
self-formed microdomains will be observed only forj.1.

Based on the earlier ideas, we fabricated our TN c
with the DSG ofj.1. The periodicity of the DSG was 6.
mm. The widths of the hills and the valleys of the DSG we
2 and 4mm, respectively. The measured parameters w
hD50.79mm andhN50.28mm. Note that the DSG layer in
N was not completely etched out during the etching proc
Downloaded 18 Apr 2013 to 143.248.118.122. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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so that practicallyhNÞ0. The materials being used for th
LC and the DSG were ZLI-4900-100 and AZ-6612. The T
cell was obtained by assembling two DSGs perpendicula
each other with no additional alignment layer and injecti
the LC into the cell. The cell gap was 6.8mm, giving ,D

55.22mm and,N56.24mm. Figure 3 shows a photograp
of the TN cell taken under crossed polarizers atV052.1 V
(j53.8). Clearly, an array of self-formed microdomains
each pixel can be seen and the transmitted light inten
through the cell varies periodically with the DSG. As show
in Fig. 3, each unit cell consists of four bright domains in t
corners (D), one dark domain in the center (N), and four
gray domains (S) at the sides. The DSG configurations inD,
S, andN are two-sides occupied, one-side occupied, and
occupied, respectively. In other TN cells with the DSG of t
periodicity longer than 10mm, no uniform microdomain ar-
ray was observed under an applied voltage. This is consis
with the fact that the DSG with long periodicity is not ca
pable of aligning the LC by the topographical effect.7

FIG. 2. The midplane tilt angle inD and that inN as a function of the
applied voltageV0 scaled by the Fredericks thresholdVth,N in N for ~a! j
.1 and~b! j,1. The self-formed microdomains are expected in~a!.

FIG. 3. The photograph of our fabricated TN cell with the self-form
microdomains taken under crossed polarizers atV052.1 V (j53.8). The
unit cell consists of four bright domains ofD at the corners, one dark
domain ofN in the center, and four gray domains ofS in the sides.
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://apl.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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The criteria for self-forming microdomains are given
terms of the periodicity of the DSG and the magnitude oj
in Fig. 4. In order to obtain the topographical alignment
the LC and the spatial variation ofVLC , the periodicity
should be on the order of 1mm and the dielectric paramete
should bej.1. The periodic microdomains will be sponta
neously formed only in this case. As shown in Fig. 4, a G
effect resembling the EFF effect of a nonplanar electro
occurs forj,1, and the topographical alignment effect d
appears with increasing the periodicity above 10mm.7 The
criteria presented here should provide a basis for tailoring
electro-optic performances of the LCDs by adjusting
geometrical factors and the dielectric parameters of the D

In Fig. 5, the gray scale representation of the is
luminance maps of a conventional TN cell~cell gap: 6.3mm,
cell I! and our fabricated TN cell with the DSG~cell II! are
shown with the positive vertical viewing direction1 denoted
by ŝ. The luminance in the normal direction of cell II a
V052.1 V (j53.8) corresponds to the gray level of 45%
the normally white mode. For cell I, the same gray level
obtained atV051.5 V. The Fredericks thresholds for cell
and theN region of cell II are found to be about 0.79 an
0.86 V, respectively. The luminance in the normal direction
set as 100% in each gray scale representation. For the c
shown in Fig. 5~a!, a dark region is found to be as wide a
680° with respect toŝ. For cell II shown in Fig. 5~b!, how-
ever, the bright region is far extended and the dark regio
as narrow as625° with respect toŝ. Note that, in Fig. 5~b!,
the minimum luminance of the dark region is larger th
30% of the luminance in the normal direction, which grea
eliminates the contrast inversion of TN mode. This agr
well with our numerical simulations.8 It is then concluded
that the self-formed microdomains in each pixel play a cr
cal role on extending the range of viewing in the LCDs.

In summary, we have demonstrated that the s
formation of periodic microdomains is predominantly go
erned by the geometrical factors of the DSG and the die
tric parameters of both the LC and the DSG. The self-form

FIG. 4. The criteria for the self-forming microdomains by the topograph
alignment and the grating fringe field effect of the DSG in the plane of
periodicity and the dimensionless dielectric parameterj.
Downloaded 18 Apr 2013 to 143.248.118.122. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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microdomains in each pixel of the TN cell with the DS
should be useful for eliminating the contrast inversion of t
TN mode.
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FIG. 5. The gray scale representation of the isoluminance maps of~a! a
conventional TN cell atV051.5 V and~b! our fabricated TN cell with the
DSG atV052.1 (j53.8) for the given gray level of 45% in the normall
white mode.
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